FLY YOUR DRONE SAFELY

Read the manufacturer's instructions, fully charge your batteries and...

Never fly at night or in bad weather

Stay well away from airports, heliports and all other restricted areas*
depicted in webpage: dagr.hcaa.gr

Keep a safe distance and do not fly over people and property including vehicles, powerline cables, antennas etc.

Fly legally and responsibly:

Always keep your drone in sight and never fly higher than 120 meters

HCAA approval is not required when flying for pleasure in permitted areas* while keeping your drone within 50 meters in any direction

Never fly close to incidents (ie. fires, crashes etc.)

Respect people's privacy: No photos or videos without permission

If your drone is heavier than 4 kilos you need to get a 'Drone-Pilot's Licence' and insurance*

If flying a drone for business, you need to register with HCAA* and obtain more information

* For more information please visit www.hcaa.gr